U NITED S CHUTZHUND C LUBS

OF

A MERICA

For the German Shepherd Dog

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Lisa Freeny, AWDF Secretary
Jim Alloway (Et. Al.), President (Directors) of USCA
July 1, 2018
Charges Against USCA, Et. Al.

RECUSAL
The United Schutzhund Clubs of America (USCA) respectfully assert that the following Board of Inquiry
members must be recused for bias. Recusal for actual bias and impropriety are not the standard, but instead,
the hint or appearance of bias and impropriety are sufficient. Three of the members of the BOI have
historically shown strong, outspoken negative opinions of USCA.
(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall disqualify himself in any proceeding in
which his impartiality might reasonably be questioned.
(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:
(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or personal knowledge of disputed
evidentiary facts concerning the proceeding;
(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in controversy, or a lawyer with whom
he previously practiced law served during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the
judge or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;
•
•
•

USCA reasonably believes that the following individuals will reasonably have an appearance of
impropriety.
USCA believes that the (a) above necessitates that the following be recused to avoid even the
smallest hint where impartiality might be questioned. It is reasonable that the three below have
questionable bias.
Attachments 1-3 indicate proof of bias / lack of impartiality.

Christopher Smith
Leslie Carpenter
Amanda Hoskinson
Further, Anne Camper is listed as the alternate. This is a violation of the AWDF bylaws (ARTICLE VII:
COMMITTEES / SECTION 1. STANDING COMMITTEES / b. Board of Inquiry / (i) The board of inquiry consists of
five (5) members and two (2) alternates. Members of the Executive Board may not serve on the Board of
Inquiry.
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ANSWER
The directors of the United Schutzhund Clubs of America (USCA) have not knowingly worked to damage the
American Working Dog Federation (AWDF). Further Ms. Camper has filed defamatory unsportsmanlike
charges against men and women that are veterans, firemen, police, and rescue personnel. They have
dedicated their lives, not only to dog sport, but to their respective communities. As shown below, there is no
proof offered as to any intent by anyone in USCA to support the charges filed.
1. USCA has taken no steps to hurt / damage the AWDF
2. The AWDF has suffered no actual damages
3. The USCA EB approved an e-ballot that raised dues for non-USCA members. Every member club is
free to charge whatever fees they choose for both members and non-members. This fee increase has
been discussed for over 10 years and had no intent to hurt the AWDF or the AWDF Championship.
4. There is no proof offered as to unsportsmanlike conduct.
5. Several of the charges fall outside of the 3-month filing window.
Charges
#1 On March 19, 2018 the USCA executive board names above, voted to pass EB Ballot #05-18. This ballot
raises the previous “filing fee” of $25 to $100 for any non-USCA member provided they are not a member of
the competing organization to the AWDF known as the AWDC.
#2 I/we assert that outside of being a punitive measure, this demonstrates the clear desire of USCA Et Al to
damage the AWDF by endorsing and promoting the competing organization known as the AWDC.
•

•
•
•

All AWDF member clubs are free to charge whatever they choose for members or non-member
participation in their trials. Exhibit 6 clearly demonstrates a punitive charge. It’s an AWMA penalty,
TO MEMBERS, for late entry into the National Championship. The punitive amount is set at an
additional $75 for a total entry fee of $250. This punitive amount, charged by Ms. Camper et al, is not
for additional services, as USCA provides to its members and non-members. This is just for being one
day late. This is by no means a criticism of the fee as that is the club’s right. It is for illustrative /
comparative reference only.
The USCA fee increase was for ALL NON-MEMBERS, not specifically for AWDF member clubs nor for
any specific breed. There was no punitive nature by singling out AWDF member clubs. There is no
offer of proof of any action by USCA being “punitive.”
USCA did not “endorse” or “promote” a competing organization. USCA has given no money, no
advertisement, no human resource, nothing by way of support. Ms. Camper offers no proof to the
contrary.
The AWDC included in the e-ballot is irrelevant. No clubs can join AWDC so no group is given a benefit
over any of the other AWDF clubs. If the term “AWDC” was removed it would have no bearing on the
e-ballot.
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•

The assertion that the AWDC included in the e-ballot demonstrates a “clear desire of USCA Et Al to
damage the AWDF . . . “ is not correct and overbroad. There is no ability for anyone to join AWDC and
therefore a moot point. There is no way for this e-ballot to harm AWDF. There is no offer of any proof
that USCA intended to or knowingly caused AWDF any harm.

#3 I/we assert the AWDC is an instrument created by USCA to replace the AWDF as the FCI recognized
federation of working dog and sport clubs in the United States in order to control the AWDF Championship.
•
•
•
•

•

Competition is not illegal nor is it unsportsmanlike. On the contrary competition is the cornerstone of
our sport and of the American free market economy.
USCA did not create the AWDC. In order for USCA to have formed the AWDC, there would had to
have been an e-ballot to approve the creation. Ms. Camper offers no proof of such an e-ballot, as it
does not exist.
While the AWDF EB may have been disappointed or upset by the creation of the AWDC, they did not
find it unsportsmanlike as evidenced by the ongoing discussion that took place to form / promote a
joint USCA/ADWF combined single championship.
If the BOI finds that the creation was unsportsmanlike then the charges should have been filed within
3 months of the discovery of the organization. These charges fall well outside of the 3-month filing
window. Discussions to form a joint championship event commence in October of 2017.
o Charges must have been filed within 3 months of the discovery of the formation of the AWDC
(See ATTACHMENT 4). They were not.
o Negotiations between AWDF, Jim Alloway, and the subsequent suspension of AWDC
action/progress, prove that the Ms. Camper believed Jim Alloway when he asserted that his
sole driver was to ensure a world-class event and that the formation and idea of a better
championship was not unsportsmanlike. See ATTACHMENT 5 for dates.
There was never an intention to damage anyone nor were there any actual damages - quite the
opposite. The intent was to ensure that every competitor and dog received the most exceptional
experience possible at the annual FCI selection championship.

#4 I/we assert that even before the above mentioned ballot was passed, Vadim Plotsker and Nathaniel Roque
(USCA Vice President and USCA Director of Judges respectively) misused their positions with USCA to
communication with the FCI Working Commission President Frans Jansen in order to both advertise their
purpose of creating the AWDC as well as elicit his help in doing so.
•
•
•

USCA refutes this point. This was a simple inquiry expected of DOJ and VP of the organization in
order to obtain the truth. A careful reading of the email shows just that.
There is no unsportsmanlike conduct.
This charge should not be heard as it references Attachment 3 dated December 13, 2017 which falls
well outside the 3-month filing requirement. See ATTACHMENT 4
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#5 I/we assert that USCA Et Al have a longstanding history of manipulating AWDF policy for the purpose of
dismantling the AWDF in order to take control of the AWDF Championship.
•
•
•

USCA refutes this point.
There is no unsportsmanlike conduct.
This charge should not be heard as it references Attachment 5 which was not included in the
complaint. Regardless, this charge is vague, offers no proof, and falls well outside the 3-month filing
requirement. See ATTACHMENT 4
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ATTACHMENT 1
Christopher Smith shows bias with a presumption that there has “been an agenda within USCA to sabotage
the event” (i.e. the AWDF Championship).
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ATTACHMENT 2
Amanda Hoskinson shows dislike and bias toward USCA.
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ATTACHMENT 3
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ATTACHMENT 4
FROM THE ADWF BYLAWS:
SECTION 3. DISCIPLINE
a. Any member club in good standing, any individual member of a member club in good standing, the
General Board, or the Executive Board may submit a charge in writing to the Secretary. Charges must
be filed within three months of the alleged violation. Charges may be brought against clubs or
individual members of member clubs.
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ATTACHMENT 5
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ATTACHMENT 6
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